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Put expert arms around it.  

Expert management and support

No upfront capital expenses

Geographic redundancy

 Automation and reporting that improve confidence in your recovery

Proactive monitoring

Scheduled DR failover testing

Preventative maintenance

24x7 support

Service management

The reliance on IT systems means Disaster Recovery Systems are 
an integral part of the IT infrastructure. DR is critical yet it is another 
demand on IT teams that is preventing their focus on the longer term 
strategy & more meaningful outcomes for the business. 

Overwhelmingly, IT Teams in global organisations are under 
resourced and overburdened, trying to keep services running around 
the globe and around the clock.*

Mid-market businesses want the IT teams to focus on business 
innovation and helping them differentiate as part of transformation 
programmes.

Viadex support your growth

Viadex are a global MSP. Our services are designed for global 
organisations who want to free themselves from managing and 
supporting IT infrastructure to focus on their business. We work in 
partnership with IT teams who do not have the resources to migrate, 
deploy & manage themselves in public cloud & businesses who want 
a technology partner to help them align and exploit their IT strategy 
for better outcomes. 

Viadex MSP specialise in supporting mid-market organisations to grow globally, at speed, safely.

Would you like to improve operational efficiency whilst decreasing 
the burden?

Viadex DRaaS ensures IT systems are always on and available, globally. 
Working with an experienced global partner frees up your people to 
focus on the business while ensuring you are protected from exceptional 
events, hardware failures, software errors, malicious software, users 
and accidents. 

Viadex deliver a fully managed service globally for security, compliance 
& performance delivered through an operational commercial model.

Using Viadex cloud based global services increases operational 
efficiency by removing complexity and cost whilst being SLA backed. 

*See Viadex IDC research

Why Viadex DRaaS is a fit for your organisation:

 Disaster Recovery is a key requirement for any organisation that 
relies on IT systems

 DRaaS frees IT teams up from managing and supporting this 
infrastructure

 Working with an experienced service provider ensures service 
level is met

All inclusive support

Advanced security and compliance

DR testing included

Global locations for performance, security and compliance

Protect your business from:

Accidental deletion

Malware and viruses

Disgruntled employees

Natural disasters

Hardware failure


